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Abstract: The role of university webmaster emerged in the early 1990s and has undergone a series of rapid
changes concomitant with the increasing importance of the university website as the public face of the
university and the interface to a range of university services [11]. We can create the various Websites for
various purposes and appeal to widely varying audiences. Evaluating the performance of websites is seen as
a task that encompasses numerous aspects of website design, authoring and technology. The key criteria for
evaluation can be reduced to a few basic categories. Keeping these in mind helps in focusing any evaluation
process on the primary measures of website performance. This paper presents and discusses in details as well
as analyzes a local website engine designed completely by the technical staff of the IT deanship of KAU with
complete supervision of the worldwide professional IT seniors. The designed website evaluator package
(named MARZ) is mainly 85% computer based without any intervention of human to guarantee trust and
complete transparency.
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INTRODUCTION such as informational sites. Many of the evaluation

Systematic evaluation of all information resources at illustrated in Table 1. These criteria may be briefly
regular intervals ensures the sustenance of desirable and outlined as follows:-
internationally acceptable standards, in terms of
timeliness of content, appropriateness, validity, relevance, Functionality refers to how effectively a site is
accuracy and so on. Users can therefore be suitably designed in order to help you navigate around it. 
guided to use information resources of highest quality Authority refers to the trustworthiness of the
and which are likely to be greatly beneficial. Thus, in the information carried at the site and how reliable it is. 
digital age, one can effectively declare that new roles are Validity is an indication of the extent to which a site
emerging for the librarian to serve in the global network is considered useful by other parties. 
environment. These roles comprise the following: Obtainability refers to the ease with which a site
information navigators; educators on information seeking may be recalled and displayed. 
skills; publishers of required information; intermediaries Relevance accounts for the information requirements
(end-user surrogates); information marketers; information of a user and how pertinent to them a site is. 
organizers and disseminators; planners and policy Substance assesses the significance of the site for
makers; and finally, perhaps most importantly and producing unbiased and reliable content.
information evaluators. Methods for Website evaluation
based upon the design and architecture principles use a Website  evaluation  is  a  necessary  process to
variety of characterizations. For example [1] sees enable  planners  and  developers  for  keeping  up  with
evaluation in terms of access, quality and ease of use. the increasingly diverse nature of sites that are posted on
Authors of [2] use the criteria: authority, accuracy, the Internet. Traditionally, the performance of any website
objectivity, currency and coverage, for which they are normally measured based on the following main
elaborate different sub-criteria for different Website types criteria.

categories may be consolidated into the criteria that are
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Table 1: A Summary of the Generic Website evaluation categories 
Criterion Example of factor Example of check
Functionality Site maps Is there a summary of site organization by showing broad categories of pages?
Authority Affiliation Is an organization responsible for governance of the site? 
Validity Referring links How many other sites provide links to this one?
Obtainability Format support Does the site require plug-ins for full functionality?
Relevance Currency Is there an indication of how frequently it is updated?
Substance Evidence Are statements supported by illustrations or quoted sources or linked websites?

Content Quality: The content of a website includes all the disabilities or learning difficulties can encounter problems
text, data, images and media contained within it, rather when viewing certain websites, so accessibility measures
than the technical means by which these are presented. need to be taken in order to include people with these
There are many measures of success or failure for website issues. Additionally, many people are now accessing the
content, dependent partly on what the website is aimed at Internet on mobile devices with varied types of hardware,
achieving. In general terms, where some informational aim so a successful site will cater to as many of these as
is being served, successful website content is reliable, possible.
factually accurate, objective and authoritative. The main objective of this paper is to design a local

Functionality: Functionality refers to the range of tasks performance of the developed websites of all KAU
and activities a website facilitates for its users; more institutions as well as creating a competitive environment
specifically, it refers to the technical aspects of these. between the various faculties. Through the presented
Website functionality is expected to have a level of evaluation approach, there will exist a clear vision to the
sophistication, as the advance of Web technologies has higher administration of the KAU about the status of each
led users to expect sites to be engaging and stimulating. institution and this vision will assists in advancing the
As well as user impressions, website functionality can be progress of the overall KAU university website to become
measured in terms of whether the required technical one of the leader universities in Middle East. Also, this
functions are robust enough to carry out their required paper tries to evaluate and compare the educational
tasks reliably and without error. websites of KAU institutions. So, the major specific

Relevance: whether a website is considered relevant
depends on its purpose and on how useful it is Comparing the accessibility and user-friendliness of
considered in relation to that purpose. Establishing the respective Websites; 
whether a website is relevant will involve measuring Determining whether the Websites indicate
whether there is sufficient interest in it and whether this ownership and also whether they are regularly
interest is in fact met by the content. In other words, a maintained;
relevant website will contain content that people are Evaluating the quality of information content
interested in viewing and will satisfy that interest. covered by the respective Websites; 

Presentation: Presentation refers to the visual style of a terms of availability of bibliographies and/or useful
website and generally to the way in which the content is links to other related sites; 
presented to users. Websites are often expected to be Investigating whether Web design quality affects the
visually attractive, but they also need to fulfill their quality of Web content among the selected site; 
purpose in terms of providing content and functionality. Establishing ways in which university Websites
Successful website presentation therefore involves a from developing universities differ from those of the
good level of visual appeal combined with clarity, so that developing world. 
the design serves the overall purpose of a site.

Accessibility: Accessibility is a key factor in website concerning the quality of websites; design and aesthetic
evaluation. The range of people browsing the Web is features; and the content as well as features of web pages
extremely wide, as is the range of devices and [12]. Research evaluating educational institutions relates
environments they are browsing from. People with mainly to websites belonging to libraries. When examining

website engine evaluator to measure the progress and

objectives of the study are stated as follows:-

Assessing the quality of citations in the Websites in

Related Works: A considerable amount of research exists
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the literature, the common assessment categories used for A scale consisting of three components: content,
the research evaluating the websites are: functionality, interactivity and navigation was applied in the study;
customization, globalization and communication. customization was used as sub-category under
Functionality has been used as a criterion to assess interactivity. In [19], an attempt was presented to define
websites by many researchers. In [13], it was proposed criteria for academic website design and a model was
that the functionality of websites is influenced by such proposed in which an academic website must have the
factors as topology; transactionality; accessibility; following features: personalization, customization,
customer type; and geographic scope. [14] Examined the grouping and team-working, simplicity of use, modular
effect of font types used in web pages and their design and granular administration. All organizations
functionality through a comparative theoretical study and either commercial or educational or non-profit want to
determined what type of fonts should be used in communicate with their target group and identify their
designing functional web pages. [15] Researched the expectations and needs. Thus, communication features on
effects of website navigation structures on functionality websites hold great significance for those organizations.
with seven basic features (interface, functionality, [20] Drew the conclusion in their study on university
content, coordination, physical, control, customization) students that library websites can be evaluated according
and found that website navigation structure affects the to the criteria of satisfying, easy and clear. Also, they
functionality of a web page to a great extent. [16] Looked studied the effect of website features on clients’ attitudes
at 651websites related to different fields in terms of toward purchases. According to the findings, the quality
content and design. He compared the features of the of design; ambience; pleasure; arousal; satisfaction; and
websites according to ‘source’, ‘industry’ and ‘size’ and intended loyalty, influences the customers’ attitude to
came to the conclusion that the larger websites were buy. Furthermore, they researched the performance of
richer and more professional in content. Customization, websites that advertise destinations. Through researching
which can be defined as the feature to adapt according to the literature and students’ expectations, we can illustrate
personal requirements, can significantly affect web users’ the characteristics that websites of universities providing
satisfaction. In [17], a model was proposed for the tourism education should contain (Table 2).
structure and content of a university website. In their
study, content, accessibility, relevance and currency were Reasons for Website Evaluation: University website
all proposed for individual or group users. plays a major role; it is defined as an important
Representation, adequate promotion, innovation, information Centre. Every university has its own official
satisfying users’ needs and structure were proposed for website though the university is recognized or not. This
institutional information needs. In an analysis of Spanish website provides all the information regarding the
universities, a new web assessment index focused on four university. Many students who are interested in applying
categories: accessibility, speed, navigability and content to a particular university sometimes do not get sufficient
[18]. information about the university, this is the problem faced

Table 2: KAU Website Parameters Evaluation [12]

Website features category Website features elements

Independence Independence URL, Independence Website For the department 

Globalisation Foreign language options

Customization Add to favorites make homepage copying personal themes 

Functionallty Update info, visitor counter announcenment, fome, site map,

Get info, search in the site , RSS support, Quick links visitors 

Log link to institutions, connected links activities 

General publicity Acacedmic staff, managerial staff, curriculum vitae of acadmic staff, management information about departments, information

related to departments, information of master and doctoral programs, publicity film/ Brochure, local information

Students intended Information of graduated students, students affairs acadmic Calendar, FAQ, regulations, lesson registration form,

Transcripts, lesson programs, lesson plans lesson contents,

Library links student representation announcing job adds

Communication E-mail addresses, telephone numbers of staff, communication form
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by many. At this point of time the university website In general, the two slashes in the URL after the colon
plays a major role in giving all the necessary information
required by the student. It not only provides the basic
information but a complete understanding of a particular
university along with the route map. The official website
of university has answers to many questions frequently
asked by students. Apart from the important information,
the official websites of universities also provide
information regarding student's life in the campus,
experience of various students and much more. These
websites are very important to international students.
They collect all the necessary information from these
websites. Selection of courses is made easy; also
gathered sufficient information about the professors. This
makes one very easy to choose a professor of the same
interest for research purpose. University is a recognized
institution with many courses. Such an institution should
have a website. The most amazing thing is that university
website also provides the weather report of the place
where the university is located. This information helps
international students a lot. The most important of all is
that it gives information on the admission requirements
and guides us for applying to the particular university.
This makes the process of applying so simple and easy
without any complications. Thus, upon all the research
and help it is advisable to all those universities which do
not have a website, to create an official website to help
out students from across the globe [10].

A website as defined in [3] as a set of related pages
of information that are meaningfully linked together
electronically on the Internet. The general rule of thumb
is to consider all electronic documents on the Web with
addresses beginning with a unique hostname as
belonging  to  one  website.  In  order  to  locate and
access  a  website,  one  needs  to  enter  its  file  address
or uniform resource locator (URL) into the appropriate
space provided for by the browser. The URL is the
standard for specifying an object on the Internet.
Supposing one enters a hypothetical URL such as
http://www.assessingsites.com/info/education.html in a
given Web browser, no matter where in the world one may
be or wherever that website may be hosted, the same page
should pop up on the screen. What actually happens
behind the scene is that the Internet browser divides the
URL into four parts as follows:

The protocol/ access method used (i.e. hypertext
protocol (http)) 
The server/ host name (e.g. www.assessingsites.com)
The folder name (e.g. info) 
The file name and extension (e.g. education.html)

indicate a machine [4]. The information on the remote
server is located and broken up into small packets. The
packets are rapidly sent over the telecommunication
medium, often using different routes and reassembled in
a logical and meaningful sequence on the user’s
computer, according to the way the markup language
instructs the Internet browser. Of course, there are more
intricate technical details to this process of information
transfer, but they fall beyond the scope and purpose of
this paper. Website evaluation is a necessary process to
enable planners and developers to keep up with the
increasingly diverse nature of sites that are posted on the
Internet. It is also imperative to evaluate websites for the
purposes of quality control, given the fact that anyone
and any organization can publish anything on the Internet
at any chosen time. Furthermore, most of the Internet
resources are not reviewed or “filtered”. In other words,
unlike the more traditional information media (such as
books, magazines and videos), which pass through an
editor, the content of a Web page does not have to be
approved by anyone before it is made public. Seldom is
there a reviewing process conducted by peers or an
authority, or checking by a publication or editor or
selection  by  a  librarian  during  collection  development
[5].  Conversely,  anyone  is  capable  of  selecting and
using  anything  on  the  Internet.  Unfortunately, in
many  cases  gullible  clients  often  believe:  “If  it  is on
the  Internet,  it must be true”. This kind of view is
typically  accepted  without  checking  the  credibility  of
the websites consulted. That attitude does not
necessarily  portray  sincerity,  which   is   why a
deliberate attempt to evaluate and classify website
qualities is crucial. Just as the websites are dynamic in
nature, their evaluation has to be a continuous process
for effective results to be obtained. The evaluation
components of the academic website are categorized as
follows:

Checklist for evaluating the quality of attributes
comprising the website’s design, namely: 

Downloading speed 
Homepage design 
Ease of navigation 
Use of multimedia 
Browser compatibility 
Manner of presentation 
Maintenance
Availability of further information 
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Based on the number of “Yes” (1 mark) and “No” (0 doesn’t tell us much at all. More meaningful, however, is
mark) answers to each of the web design attributes, the how those page views translate to the effectiveness of
websites were rated according to the following schema: our site. This is where a KPI can help. Let’s say our site is

(24 -16 Marks) - Very well designed website, easy to use subject and generates revenue through providing in-
(15 -11 Marks) - Website design needs to be improved depth content on a specialized subject and generates

but site is usable revenue through a cost per thousand impressions (CPM)
(10 - 0 Marks) - Poorly designed website, difficult to use advertising model. Our goal is to have a site that engages

Checklist for evaluating the quality of attributes pages and, by doing so, ads. In this case, average page-
comprising the website’s contents, namely: views per session or visit are the KPI to look at and the

Efficiency of the website On the other hand, if a site’s purpose is to deliver
Information providers information quickly so visitors can get what they need
Information currency quickly, our goal would be a low number of average page
Information quality views per visit. Determining which KPIs to use depends

Similarly, based on the number of “Yes” (1 mark) and the most difficult part of web analytics is determining
“No” (0 mark) answers to each of the web content which KPIs to use. The sheer number of KPIs available
attributes, the websites were further rated according to can be overwhelming, as can the multitude of ways to
the following schema: compare the data they offer. This can mean we are looking

(24-16 Marks) - Very useful website for users’ cut through all the KPI confusion, we’ve come up with a
information needs list of a few basic KPIs that tell us the most, while

(15-11 Marks) - Website worth bookmarking for future requiring the least (amount of time, specialty knowledge,
reference etc.):-

(10-0 Marks) - Website not worth coming back to 

The analysis involved the application of both just as easily be called “how many visitors does it take for
descriptive and inferential statistics. The data revealed our website to achieve its goal?” Whether the goal of our
that the websites were used by the respective parent site is to generate leads for the sales team or to have
institutions as dynamic promotional tools, accessible by visitors purchase services, this measurement tells us if our
a large population of users at any given time. The targeted Web site is working. Most likely, the layout design is
audience comprises students, university staff, poor, the copy itself is confusing, or the page requires
researchers, alumni, corporations and parents. visitors to provide too much personal information. 

Practical Guide to theKey Performance Indicator of KAU Cost per Lead: For any organization streamlining
Website: Here we’ll take a look at some of the “key” Key processes to get more out of their investments, the cost
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that can help us in per lead measurement can help us see which investments
measuring the effectiveness of our website with are paying off and which might need cut off. 
quantifiable and actionable results [9]. Key Performance
Indicator is simply one data point that can be used to Stickiness: Consider the previous example of page views
measure a certain aspect of the site. By comparing KPI per visit. It measures how deep a viewer gets into the
numbers with our web goals, we get a sense of a overall web site content. By measuring the level of
website’s ability to engage visitors. If results don’t involvement and length of time a visitor spends in a
measure up, KPIs indicate, as the name implies, which specific content area, though, we can determine a number
areas of our site need improving. For example, let’s take of actions. If viewers are highly engaged in the content
general page views as one data point. A raw number of area, we may want to keep the section the same, or put
page views just tell us how many times in a given period links to other parts of our site that relate to this content.
people looked at pages within our site, which basically If visitors aren’t spending as much time in a section as

built around providing in-depth content on a specialist

visitors and encourages them to view a large number of

higher the better [9]. 

on the overall purpose and goals of a website. Perhaps

at every possible “this means that” scenario [9]. To help

Visitors per Conversion, Lead or Order: This KPI could
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they once did, it’s probably time to update our content. In Is the source of information clearly stated? 
some cases, if visitors are not going to a page at all, it can
signal that there’s a problem with our navigation. 

Percentage of New Visitors: By measuring what
percentage of visitors are new, we can gauge how
successful our marketing programs are in attracting new
visitors to our site. If we are at a point in the year when we
are trying to keep the loyalty of our existing visitors, then
ideally percentage of returning visitors should make up
the majority of our web traffic. 

The above four examples have probably gotten us
thinking about the best KPIs for our website. The four
here are common and useful and even if our website
requires more or different measurements, the importance
of KPIs remain. If they’re a tool that can do what we’d all
like to be experts in - performance improvement - being
well-versed in the basics will certainly help us and our
website achieve our goal.

Major Criteria for Evaluating the Performance of KAU
Website: There are some important criteria used in
evaluating the KAU institutions website given by the
following:-

Objectivity:

Is the purpose of the site clearly stated? 
Is the information impartially presented? 
Is sponsorship acknowledged? 

Authority:

Is the author clearly identified? 
Are the author’s credentials listed? 
Is there an institutional affiliation? 
Does the author have standing in the field? 
Can you easily contact the author for clarification of
information?

Currency:

Is the site current? 
Was the site updated recently? 
Are the links kept up-to-date? 

Accuracy:

Is the information accurate? 
Does the site offer a selected list of references? 

Is there an explanation of the research method used
to gather data? 

Design:

Is the site clearly organized? 
Is there an internal search engine? 
Is the site user friendly? 
Can the site be accessed reliably?

Coverage:

Does the site satisfy the needs of its intended
audience?
Is the subject coverage comprehensive? 
Does the site offer extra features not available in
other formats? 

We  select  some  important  evaluation  items to
achieve   the    KAU    website    evaluation    process
serve  the  current  stage and achieving the main
objectives of the KAU institutions websites. The basic
evaluation items that are used in the evaluation process
are [6, 7]:

Website Quality: That reflect the vision of the KAU and
the provider either in its shape or contents.

Content Quantity: In electronic publishing on the website
with both parts of informatics and academic.

Quality: Of the published content and its validity.

Interactivity with the external and foreign bodies.

Activation  of  the  affiliates  websites  (the  sites that
KAU supervises it as societies) specially the scientific
ones of it.

Evaluation  Process  and  Criteria  of  KAU  Website
Case  (V2.0):  The  university  websites  used in this
article was located by means of search engines and
databases of university websites, identified by the
following URLs [8]: 

Google (http://www.google.com) 
Universities Worldwide (http://univ.cc/) 
World Colleges and Universities 
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Table 3: KAU Website Parameters Evaluation

Parameter title Parameter details How to account Notes

Contents Number of Arabic pages that exceeds It is calculated by the number of The content accounting is done based on the
500 letters in each point of KAU. contents on each hand and then attributed number of departments. For example, if certain
Number of English contents that exceed according to the largest number of contents. point contains 9 departments and 1000 contents,
500 letters in each KAU point.  then the result will be 1000/10=100 for each site.

Files Files of point and files of research as well Summation of files then attributed The files accounting is done based on the number
as files of materials of each KAU point. according to the largest number of files. of subsections. For example, if a point contains

9 subsections having 1000 files, then the result
will be 1000/10=100 for each site.

Subjects The actual subjects that The percentage of inputted subjects from
is existing in the point. the various departments to the total

subjects dedicated to certain point.

Research The number of published researches The percentage of the published articles The accounting of research to the number of staff,
recognized from the center of scientific that is recognized from scientific research for example for a point having 100 members, with
publication of KAU. center to the number of teaching staff of 1000 articles, so the result will be 1000/100=10

each KAU point.  to the site motivating the staff for enriching
the site.

Percentage of The percentage of the activated The percentage of the activated
the activated departments to the total number of departments to the total number of
department departments in certain point. departments in certain point.

The associated The percentage of associated points The percentage of the activated associated
points (societies, other sites) that is activated points to the associated points that 

to the number of associated points that contains 5 content or more.
contains 5 contents or more.

Number of links The number of links that Number of links attributed The accounting is done from Yahoo search engine.
indicates one of KAU point. to the largest point. The accounting is done from Yahoo 
The number of links that indicates Number of links attributed search engine.
to a point from educational sites. to the largest point.

News The number of published news The number of published news divided
from one of KAU point. by 20 new for the academic point divided

by 10 new for the non academic member, 

Website of The percentage of activating the websites The percentage of activated staff websites
the staff of the staff in a certain KAU point. to the total number of staff.

Manual Manual evaluation to the websites. According to the evaluation model. The site is reviewed and there is a discount of score
evaluation  if there exist an error.

Table 4: Rate of Accounting the Evaluation Components Based on the Point Classification

Point Classification
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameter title Academic Nonacademic

Content 5% 20%
Files 5% 0%
Subjects 5% 0%
Research 10% 0%
Percentage of activated department 5% 10%
Associated points 5% 0%
Number of links 40% 40%
News 15% 20%
Staff Websites 5% 0%
Manual Evaluation 5% 10%
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Table 5: Stage of Evaluating the Essential Contents

No. Evaluation stage Comment

1 Abstract of the point on main page These parameters are calculated with five scores for each one in order to let the total of it be forty five scores.

2 Administration hierarchical Each parameter is evaluated according to its content and its overall shape and in case of not existing the Contact

3 with point parameter, then its evaluation will be zero and the final result will be percent and this percent is added to the

4 Map to reach the point remaining evaluation items.The talk of the point head

5 Index of the recent joints

6 Activities of the point

7 Twitter link

8 Social network

Table 6: Stage of Evaluating the Quality of electronic Publication

Deduction level Meaning and comment

There is a discount of 1% for each page If the address doesn't express the contents.

There is a discount of 1% for each page Links don't work

There is a discount of 1% for each page Error links

There is a discount of 1% for each page Pages under construction

There is a discount of 1% for each page Empty contents

There is a discount of 1% for each page Contents without similar one with two languages

There is a discount of 100% in case of existing a joint to the old website Contents refer to the old website (doesn't contain programs)

There is a discount of 1% for each page Pages need re-arrangement

Here in KAU case, all servers work automatically in user interface that, somewhat resembling an automobile's
gathering the data and obtaining the results of the dashboard, organizes and presents information in a way
evaluation once every month. Also, the manual evaluation that is easy to read. However, a computer dashboard is
is done before the automatic evaluation till the complete more likely to be interactive than an automobile
transparency be achieved. The IT deanship provides a dashboard (unless it is also computer-based). To some
detailed report to point illustrating how the evaluation extent, most graphical user interfaces resemble a
process be done till any point knows the weakness and dashboard. However, some product developers
strengths and how can it enhance and improve its consciously employ this metaphor (and sometimes the
situation. The main parameters that were used in term); so that the user instantly recognizes the similarity.
evaluating the performance of KAU website and how it Some products that aim to integrate information from
can be evaluated is shown in table 3. Also, table 4 multiple components into a unified display refer to
illustrates the rate of accounting the evaluation themselves as dashboards. For example, a product might
components based on the point classification. Table 5 obtain information from the local operating system in a
illustrates the various stage of evaluating the essential computer, from one or more applications that may be
contents. Finally, table 6 explains the various stage of running and from one or more remote sites on the Web
evaluating the quality of electronic publication. and present it as though it all came from the same source.

With regards to the used method to calculate the Fig. 1 illustrates a locally designed dashboard designed
manual evaluation and error percentage; we have two by the technical developers of IT deanship in KAU to
stages as shown in Tables 5&6. The first stage is measure and indicate the performance and efficiency of
concerning the evaluation process of the essential the overall website of KAU as well as all of its associated
contents while the second stage is concerned with sites.
evaluating the quality of electronic publication.

Evaluation Process Tools, Numerical Results and In Figs.5, we illustrate the main results that we achieved
Discussion it related to the performance evaluation of KAU website
Performance of the Overall University Website: In with its associated websites based on the evaluating
information technology, we consider that dashboard is a criteria mentioned in Table. 3.

Various Output Results of Kau Website  Performance:
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Fig. 1: Dashboard of KAU Website Performance

Table 7 the various evaluated parameters of MARZ system
Parameter title Parameter details Calculation approach Comments Nonacademic Academic
Contents Arabic page number that For each spatial the content is The content is calculated on 20% 10%

exceed 500 letters from spatial calculated and then attributed The content is calculated on 
Spatial files and according to the largest the number of sections, 
research files for all spatial number of contents for example, a spatial containing

a 9 sub-sections having 1000 
content, so it has an output 
of 1000/10 = 100 per site

Files Files and the research files Files are summed then The content is calculated on 20% 10%
and subjects files of each spatial attributed to the largest the number of sections, for example, 

number of files a spatial containing a 9 sub-sections 
having 1000 content, so it has an 
output of 1000/10 = 100 per site

Subjects Number of subjects The percent of the inputted 0% 10%
for each spatial subjects through subjects 

management to the total 
subjects of the spatial

Researches Number of published The percentage of published Research is calculated based on 0% 15%
research accredited from research numbers that are the number of staff for example, 
the scientific research center accredited from university a spatial contains 100 staff members 

production to the total and has research of 1000 research units, 
number of academic staff so the o/p will be 1000/100=10 for the 
in the spatial site to motivate the faculty members for 

enrich the site taking into account the 
scientific disciplines and theoretical

Percent of The percentage of The percentage of activated 10% 5%
the activated activated departments departments to the total 
departments to the total number of number of department 

department in the spatial in the spatial
Associated The percentage of activated The percentage of activated 10% 5%
departments associated spatial (societies, spatial to the number of 

other sites) to the number associated spatial that contains 
of associated spatial that 5 contents or more
contain 5 contents or more

Number of Number of links that Number of the links attributed Calculation is done 40% 20%
links refer to the spatial to the largest spatial through Yahoo engine
Number of links Number of links that Number of the links attributed Calculation is done 20%

refer to the spatial to the largest spatial through Yahoo engine
from academic sites

News Number of published Number of published news 30% 15%
news from the spatial divided on 20 news for 

academic and 10 for the 
nonacademic spatial

Teaching The percentage of activating The percentage of activated 0% 5%
staff locations the academic staff of the spatial staff sites to the total number

of academic staff
Manual Manual evaluation is According to evaluation model The site is revised and scores 
evaluation done for the site are deduced in case of existing an error
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Fig. 2: Ratio of activating and agencies University and its affiliates

Fig. 3: Top Ten Sites in the Evaluation Process of KAU Colleges

Evaluation process of KAU website will assist in find the links they want; giving more chances make them
creating a powerful website and give us a real usable customers. Also, this usable site is easy on customers,
website which can offer us the following benefits: will using known rules-of-thumb to reduce fatigue (caused by
give visitors a great experience of KAU before they deal the difficulty of reading online). Visitors will be exposed
with it, before they check the KAU capabilities, before to KAU brand images and qualifications for a longer
they talk with phone the responsible ones of KAU period. A usable site sets itself apart from typical
contact persons. This usable site makes sure that visitors competitor site, by actually being a pleasure to use.
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Fig. 4: Evaluation of all entities according to their order

Fig. 5: Rating Agencies by Classification and Evaluation According to the Elements in the list

Concluding Remarks: This paper represents an attempt evaluation of a website, targets to draw certain
to demonstrate the application of a prototype website conclusions, in order to determine if and in which degree
evaluation process designed completely by IT deanship the evaluated website features the required usability,
in KAU in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. With certain measuring at the same time the users’ subjective
modifications, the presented approach may be applicable satisfaction. In this paper we examine the evaluation of
to varied circumstances. Information technology the local version of the KAU website. The website of the
professionals empowered with the basic systematic skills KAU is the site that informs about: Faculties, Deanships,
of objectively distinguishing the quality of information the administration of the Institute; about events and
services would be a real asset to the Internet user. The conferences, etc. It applies exclusively to an audience that
clientele would be the beneficiaries in that they would be has to do with the third degree education; students;
able to access the websites that best satisfy individual as members  of  Professors  etc;  administrative  personnel,
well as corporate information needs. Performing quality etc.   The   site’s   usability  is   one   of   its  advantages.
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T h e  user can interact with the system and has easy 11. http://ausweb.scu.edu.au/aw04/papers/edited/wise
access to its content. Its effectiveness, its efficiency and /paper.html
the personal satisfaction it offers make the site matches 12. www.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/hlst/.../PP0194Kasli.
well a lot of international models. From the output results, pd...
we conclude also that the websites are designed and 13. Lees, M.C., J. Harris and A. Maulana, 2005. A
updated by academics who are enthusiasts. The proposed web site context typology. ANZMAC 2005
functionality of the websites is greater or lesser Conference: Electronic Marketing, pp: 43-50.
depending on the time the academics have and their level 14. Evett, L. and D. Brown, 2005. Text formats and web
of knowledge. There may be a great many differences in design for visually impaired and dyslexic readers-
functionality between two units belonging to the same Clear  Text  for  All.  Interacting  with  Computers,
university 17(4): 453-472.
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